


Introducing the Groove, the world’s most advanced 
powered mobility solution. 

Not only does it offer you an independent choice of drive base and seating, it also 
delivers the most intelligent control system on the market. What does that mean? You 
get a power chair that simply out-performs the rest.

Want performance? No problem. With speeds up to 13kph (8mph) delivered by 
high-torque motors, the Groove’s performance is truly astounding. But how does the 
Groove control that power? With advanced solutions such as Intellidrive™, intuitive 
torque giving you power when you need it and all-wheel independent suspension. In 
addition, thanks to the central location of the batteries, the Groove – just like a mid-
engine sports car – gives you outstanding stability and control – whichever drive base 
you choose.





With a control system powered by Delphi, the world’s 
leading automotive electronics provider, the Groove 
offers a range of life-enhancing benefits not available 
on any other power chair. 
Have you ever imagined having the ability to rise, or adjust your seating whilst driving, 
but are restricted to single function operation with your current controller? Have you 
ever dreamed of having shortcut buttons to access your favourite functions at the 
touch of a button, but currently have to use multiple controller operations to get there? 

On the Groove, Delphi’s revolutionary and intuitive technology allows you to simply 
and efficiently interact with your chair, and your environment, to achieve all this and 
more!





How would you like complete freedom of choice when it 
comes to seating?  

With Groove you can select one of three seating systems, or you can specify third 
party seating such as Recaro. Want the choice of fixed, manual or powered seating 
options? 
The choice is yours.

So far so good? But maybe you wonder if your needs change over time, will your 
Groove be able to respond? Yes it will. Groove is a fully modular solution, so if at any 
time you want to add or remove powered options, change your seating, or even your 
drive base, relax - the Groove can handle it all. 

Can’t wait to take a test drive? We don’t blame you.  
Visit www.quickiepower.com today – and just GO!
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